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What are you waiting for? Join our growing army and click here to subscribe to ad-free Revolver. Or give the gift of Revolver—simply select the annual
subscription and select “This is a gift” on the next page. If you want to give extra during this critical time, you can make a one-time or recurring
monthly donation — whether it’s $1 or $1,000, every bit goes towards the battle to save our great nation.

Last month Revolver News broadcast live Dr. Darren Beattie’s interview with ousted and embattled former Pakistan Prime Minister Imran Khan. Beattie
pointed out the striking parallels between Trump and Khan — both were international superstar celebrities in the 80s, both defeated two corrupt political
dynasties to score an historic populist victory in the 2010s, both are hated by their respective deep states, both were ousted from power by their
respective deep states, and both are facing multiple indictments from a corrupt justice department controlled by political enemies.

Beattie highlights some of these parallels in his introduction to the interview, which has now amassed over 2 million views across platforms.

Darren J. Beattie 
@DarrenJBeattie · Follow

Though we shouldn’t exaggerate them, the parallels 
between Imran Khan and Trump really are quite 
striking 

Khan is sitting in jail now thanks to Biden, who 
would love the same fate to befall Trump

Watch on Twitter

2:53 PM · Aug 9, 2023
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Watch the full interview here:

Chairman PTI Imran Khan's Exclusive Interview on RChairman PTI Imran Khan's Exclusive Interview on R……

 

Beattie was one of the last two journalists to interview Khan before the corrupt establishment of Pakistan arrested him and tossed him in jail on a phony
corruption charge. According to our sources, Khan now languishes in a small 6×9 cell, not allowed a phone, books, newspaper, or human contact, with
only insects and flies to keep him company. If the Pakistani deep state can send Pakistan’s beloved populist leader Khan to prison, surely Biden is
salivating at the prospect of a similar fate for Trump.

As it turns out, the Biden regime has a direct hand in Khan’s ouster. The question of the Biden regime’s driving role in Khan’s ouster is a delicate one
discussed in the most sensitive part of Beattie’s interview with Khan. Watch:
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Darren J. Beattie 
@DarrenJBeattie · Follow

I was one of the last two international journalists to 
interview Prime Minister Imran Khan before his 
arrest

In this critical section of the interview, we discuss 
the Biden regime's role in his ouster -- specifically, 
the wicked color revolution professional Victoria 
Nuland

Watch on Twitter

Experience Revolver without ads

Hide ads now

In an incredible scoop, The Intercept’s Murtaza Hussain has obtained and publicized a copy of a diplomatic cypher from Pakistan’s former ambassador
confirming Biden state department’s role in pushing for the ouster of Khan.
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Murtaza Hussain · Aug 9, 2023
@MazMHussain · Follow
Replying to @MazMHussain
The confidential cipher document has been alleged by Khan to 
contain proof that the U.S. government colluded with the 
Pakistani miltary to remove him from office. The cable was 
leaked to The Intercept and we are publishing it in full for the 
first time here.

Murtaza Hussain
@MazMHussain · Follow

In the document, as recorded by the Pakistani side, 
State Department officials discussing Khan's 
neutrality in the Ukraine conflict threatened 
Pakistan with "isolation" should Khan remain in 
power and promised "all will be forgiven" if he were 
removed: theintercept.com/2023/08/09/imr…

12:08 PM · Aug 9, 2023
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There is currently a blackout banning reporting of this explosive leak in Pakistani media:
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A few things should be said about this development. First, this is a confirmation that the Biden Administration directly and egregiously interfered in the
democratic process of another country, issuing an ultimatum effectively demanding that Pakistan oust its beloved and democratically elected leader. This
is a remarkable degree of hypocrisy coming from Biden, who repeatedly condemned Russia for “meddling” in U.S. elections, even going so far as to call
Putin a killer and threatening that Russia will pay a price for its alleged meddling. Recall that the entire regime media seized on the narrative of Russian
meddling in order to falsely undermine the legitimacy of Trump’s historic 2016 victory.

Biden Says `Killer' Putin Will Pay for Election MeddliBiden Says `Killer' Putin Will Pay for Election Meddli……

The text of the leaked cypher seems to suggest that the primary reason the Biden regime demanded Khan’s ouster was Khan’s visit to Russia shortly after
Putin’s invasion of Crimea. It is hard to believe that this is the full truth, and that Khan’s visit to Russia was anything more than an aggravating factor, if
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not just a pretext. Indeed, the cypher acknowledges what Dr. Beattie asserted in his interview with Khan: the U.S. State Department official Donald Lu
could only have issued such an ultimatum with the approval of the Biden White House and other senior officials.

The most likely culprit as the driving force behind Khan’s ouster is none other than Victoria Nuland. Nuland is currently a senior member of Biden’s
State Department as Undersecretary of State for Political Affairs, and has been a seemingly permanent fixture in Washington’s foreign policy
establishment. A color revolution and regime change specialist, she is perhaps most notorious for her active role in engineering the Euromaidan color
revolution in Ukraine.
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Victoria Nuland is most recently reported to be stirring up trouble in Africa in the wake of a recent coup against the Biden regime-backed government in
Niger — though for now the coup leaders have wisely refused to meet with her.

READ MORE: Powder Keg Africa: New Niger Government Makes Bold Move to Gut France

As it turns out, Nuland has something of a history with Imran Khan. Khan was a major critic of Obama’s drone strike policy in Pakistan, and Nuland
happened to be a senior State Department Official under Obama tasked with defending this very policy!

Not only that, Nuland’s husband, Robert Kagan, is one of the intellectual architects of the Iraq War, of which Khan was an extremely prominent and
vociferous critic.

Given her special motive, and her means and opportunity, she is far and away the most likely culprit behind the Biden Regime’s ouster of Khan.
Ultimately the issue wasn’t about one visit to Russia on the part of Khan, but that Khan, like Trump also a vocal critic of the disastrous war in Iraq, was
not going to be a pliable lap dog for the deep state. For this reason alone, the Biden regime with the assistance of their lackeys in the Pakistani military
had to take him out at all costs.

Editor’s note: To see the full text of the leaked cypher from the Pakistani ambassador, see the bottom of the Intercept piece.
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Trump won. dems cheated.
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Reply •

− ⚑> @Real_Truth

6 days ago

Apparently Nuland has won quite a lot.
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@Real_Truth

Reply •

− ⚑

> signspeaker-10.09@134

5 days ago

nuland has gained 120 pound in the last ten
years. I guess she wins a lot of pie eating
contests.
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PBXN Delivery  

Reply •

− ⚑

> @Real_Truth

5 days ago

She has been eating illegitimate
Biden children. Oops, missed one.

 4  0

Henie  − ⚑> PBXN Delivery

4 days ago

If Biden had any decency left he
would give back to communists in
Ukraine $10 million that he was paid
for a favor of the coup and would
stop America �ghting against Russia
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Its beef tallow. Go spam your crap
somewhere else.
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> @Real_Truth
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She will get hers, at some point even
crooked people stumble.
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@Real_Truth  

Reply •

− ⚑> okie kid
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Too bad the Africans (Niger) didn’t
hold her hostage and force her to
lose weight.
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Reply •

− ⚑> @Real_Truth
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Does Trump know it?
·
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@Real_Truth  
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− ⚑> Henie
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I sent him a memo on Jan 5th 2021.
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Zoltar (King of the Trolls)  
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Your sockee's believe you creepy jiang! You're a winner!
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> Zoltar (King of the Trolls)
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Are you retarded?
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Trolls)
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> Georgia

5 days ago

Eat some rice. You'll feel better.
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Kemo Sabe  

Reply •

− ⚑

6 days ago

Russia-Communist China-N. Korea- Cuba- Venezuela, sit up, take
notice, none of you are the top dog when it comes to Government
Corruption. The US/GAE government is The Top Dog. And has
been for quite some time. Some of our allies also better sit up
and take notice. W/ a friend like the US, you may not need
enemies. It is so funny when I hear the US talking about pariah
governments. That is like the Pot calling the Kettle black. Actually,
the Pot is much blacker.
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Reply •

− ⚑> Kemo Sabe
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An example of this is that for a short period of time they
forced India to be under them and they forced India to
take on a degenerate movie culture.

How did that help anyone in Middle America?

All it did was act as a sign of subjugation of India to
globohomo, and I have noticed Indians keep getting less
money to do the same work of making clothes for
example. So if I am getting the "bene�t" of buying a shirt
for $2 less because India has been degenerated?

It is not a price I want to pay. Especially since I
mysteriously have $3 less to pay for the same shirt. I
would rather stand in solidarity with the men of India.
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Reply •
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If the lawless Democrat party puts Trump in jail for one of their
many lies. It will be decision time.
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Tacitus  

Reply •
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@ Wes- maybe. However, as we did nothing after they
stole the 2020 presidential election, they are assuming
we will roll over on that too.
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Their ASSumptions are right on the money.
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Why wouldn’t they?!?!
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MaitreTex  

Reply •
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He'll win, sign his own pardon and be escorted
from DC Gulag to the White House for his
inaugural address!
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Zach cash  

Reply •

− ⚑> MaitreTex
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You are assuming the leftists won't
cheat and rig courts.

You don't �x a banana republic, you
either destroy it and start over or
secede from it (later already has 40%
support and growing)
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PBXN Delivery  

Reply •
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> Zach cash
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The latter will probably be required.
Biden has driven us to the cliff and
his clumsy foot is still on the pedal.
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Zach cash

Reply •
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> PBXN Delivery

5 days ago

The upside secession will leave the
leftists with nothing but a few easily
isolated cities that can have power,
water, fuel and food cut.

It will also negate all legal
responsibility to federal debts for the
areas that do it causing the remaining
areas to be crushed as their debt per
capita doubles over night which in
turn cause zimbabwe style collapse.
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Does that mean we can start printing
$20,000 bills?
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I like your hopium!
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Reply •
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5 days ago

He would take the walk like he did on
his inauguration day. I would like to
see Melania in that blue coat again.
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@ MaitreTex-I like your hopium!
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It would be best to make that decision now.
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In a beautiful dream…
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That decision time came ---- and went quite some time
ago. It's gone bu-bye.
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Come to Jesus moment?
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Reply •
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The Democratic Party will jail Trump for wrong reasons.
Trump belongs in prison for unleashing warp speed and
not standing up to unconstitutional Lockdowns. Robert
F Kennedy Jr who is running for President as a
DEMOCRAT revealed in his interview with Joe Rogan
that 4 MILLION Americans sought medical help after
receiving "vaccine" that Trump kept thumping his chest
about.
"The Constitution was written for hard times and we
need to restore that" Robert F Kennedy Jr
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gumby2  

Reply •

− ⚑> Henie

6 days ago

sadly, about the �rst thing kennedy would do is
take you guns.

 5  0

Michael Woods  

Reply •

− ⚑

> gumby2

5 days ago

He’s also an environmental Nazi!

 3  0

Henie  

Reply •

− ⚑> gumby2

6 days ago

You are wrong. Kennedy argues that
gun control cannot meaningfully
reduce gun violence. Kennedy is right
·

 1  0

iknowdatsright  

Reply •

− ⚑> Henie

5 days ago

Cannot blame Trump for handling a Deep State
move to destroy him and America by using his
3D Chess move to counter with saving lives
with what he was dealt.

 4  0

Henie  

Reply •

− ⚑> iknowdatsright

5 days ago

Those who saw / see 3D chess are
hallucinating. Trump failed to use his
presidential powers to reign in
communists. Trump's problem is that
he does recognize communists when
he sees them and their intentions.
Perhaps presidency is just not his
thing
·

 0  5

iknowdatsright

Reply •

− ⚑

> Henie

5 days ago

You seem to think a president can
dictate.

 1  0

Lencho  − ⚑> Henie

5 days ago  edited

The globalist plan was for FIVE YEARS of
pandemic shutdown terror to destabilize and
destroy world economies Trump helped get
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